Watertight Devices

Features and Benefits

- Stainless steel assembly screws
- Steel/chromate terminal screws
- Clear, deep pocket wire entry
- Impact resistant Valox® body
- UV resistant thermoplastic elastomer body with easy grip ribs
- Stainless steel hinge spring and pin
- Stainless steel mounting plate
- Stainless steel hardware
- Polypropylene internal shell and ferrule
- Color coded thermoplastic elastomer bushings available for entire cord range
- Impact resistant Valox® compression nut
- Fully thermoplastic elastomer housing
- Stainless steel lid and cover plate and receptacle body
- Thermoplastic elastomer seal
- Valox® compression nut
- Clear, deep pocket wire entry

Valox® is a trademark of SABIC Innovative Plastics, acquired from General Electric Company.